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Sheila Balls

Kristen Feduck

The Story Behind the Story

Volunteer Profile

Author, musician, and teacher, Sheila’s
writing ranges from nostalgia to
philosophical musings to humour, and
is largely inspired by experiences in
the woods above beautiful Bass Lake
near Georgian Bay. Published books are Somebody Move
the Cat! (ISBN 1-896922-27-9) and Our Side of the Fence
(ISBN 0-9738935-0-8). Upcoming: All Right So Far.

Kristen works at United Way
Waterloo Region Communities,
where she promotes volunteerism in
Cambridge and North Dumfries.
When she’s not doing that, she
enjoys spending time at home with her husband and
daughter.

Marilyn Helmer

F.H. (Francine) Lee

Cranes

BL-INK

Marilyn is the award-winning author
of many children's books including
picture books, early chapters, retold
fairy tales, riddle books and novels.
Her short stories, poetry and articles
have appeared in numerous children's magazines and
anthologies in Canada and the United States and her
penchant for entering writing contests has resulted in
success with short adult fiction as well. You can visit her
website at www.marilynhelmer.com.

Francine writes from Oxford County,
Ontario, Canada. She embraces the
natural world like kin, and has had
success with writing contests,
published (online and print format)
poetry, short fiction, and non-fiction, dating back thirty
odd years.

Andrea Lines-Botell

Jill Michelle

Art Journeying for the Soul

Dear Angels

Andrea offers gentle support to others
through her coaching company The
Leaning Tree. Many modalities are
available including art, mindfulness
techniques and supportive tools for
change. With a vast training background in conflict, crisis
and mindfulness, Andrea's passion is to help others find
their own solutions for inner peace and betterment. For
more information visit www.leaningtreecoaching.ca.

Jill Michelle has been communicating
with angels for most of her life. She is
an angel reader and channels healing
light to her clients. She has been
helping her international clients in person and on the
phone for over 15 years. Jill's passion is to help people
release issues and blockages, propelling them forward on
their spiritual journey and bringing love peace and joy into
their lives. For more information visit her website at
www.jillmichelle.ca.

Christine Nightingale

Kayleigh Radatus

Spirit Babies

Creativity and Connection

After studying Hypnosis for Fertility,
Christine found that while working
with clients, she would get very clear
messages from their miscarried or not
yet conceived babies. Her speciality
has become getting messages from these babies
explaining their difficulties in coming in, and suggestions
for making it easier. She has worked with over 400
couples, facilitating communication and pregnancy. For
more information please visit her website at
www.nightingalehealing.com.

Kayleigh is a Certified Life Coach,
lifelong student of personal development, and creator of This Groovy Life.
Combining her education with
personal experience, she reminds you
through music and words, what life on earth is for. Visit
her online at www.facebook.com/ThisGroovyLife/ or
www.ThisGroovyLife.ca.

Marion Reidel

Bob Smith

Bring Joy Into Your Life With Art

Slices of Life

Marion writes award winning
humorous short fiction. The inspiration
comes from personal experience and
observation, but her characters take the
situations in unexpected directions. Her readers will laugh
out loud and shake their heads, but beneath the
amusement they’ll find insights about self-esteem, shame
and overcoming familiar obstacles. Marion feels strongly
that the short fiction format is well suited to the busy lives
of contemporary readers. Her first collection of linked
stories is now available on Amazon. You can find her
website at https://marionreidel.wordpress.com.

Shannon Tracey-Boggess
Why I Love to Illustrate
Children’s Books
Shannon has a passion for healthy living
naturally. She loves researching various
art techniques, healthy recipes, and
natural therapies for self-evolution.
Shannon is happily offering her skills as a contract
illustrator for children’s books published by Saplings. With
her husband, two teen boys and two fur babies, she is living
the healthiest and happiest life she can.

Like many writers, R.K. (Bob) Smith
has worked in widely different settings,
accounting for diverse characters,
settings, and story lines. He describes
his stories as ‘character-driven,’ rather
than ‘plot-driven.’ People face some kind of challenge and
face it with creativity and integrity, often connecting with
others as part of the process. He has published novels and
short stories in online, newspaper, and more traditional
printed formats, as well as having written Christmas
stories heard on radio. To read more of Bob’s stories, visit
www.slicesoflifestories.com.

Sandra Wilson

My Adventure Called Life
Sandra is a writer, educator, and
amateur photographer. With a Bachelor
of Arts in English and History, much of
her work includes historic facts
presented in fun and interesting ways.
Although trained to take portraits at Sears Portrait Studio,
Sandra prefers to capture nature with her camera. Her
passion is to help people learn, laugh and be inspired. For
more information, please visit www.werconline.ca.

PUBLISHER’S PONDERINGS
I don’t remember where I first heard the question, but it was something I asked my
daughter repeatedly, while she was growing up. Are you a victim or a creator?
When she was angry or worried, when things were not going her way: “Are you a
victim or a creator?” My goal was to impress upon her that each of us creates our
own reality. And that, as in the words of Wayne Dyer, “When you change the way
you look at things, the things you look at change.”
It’s very easy to fall into the victim trap, particularly when we go through difficult situations, or when
tragedy strikes. But I firmly believe what I intended to teach my daughter: we do create our own reality,
by the thoughts we choose to think, and by our reaction/response to any given situation.
Case in point: my recent Women of Distinction nomination. Every year since I moved to Guelph, when
the nominations were announced, I’d always say to myself, “Oh, how awesome it would be to be
nominated.” But I was looking at it from a standpoint of lack. A couple months ago, I decided to change
my thinking, and I reframed the words I spoke to myself. “One year, I’m going to be nominated for this!”
Less than two weeks after that assertion, I had lunch with a colleague. “I’m going to nominate you for a
Women of Distinction award,” she said. I could hardly believe my ears! And when I found out, about a
month ago, that I have been selected as one of the honourees, I was beyond excited ... and so very
grateful.
It has been an incredible experience so far. Being in the spotlight is something I’m still getting used to.
I find, since my nomination and selection, that the old “Who do you think you are?” messages have
become louder and stronger. And so I remind myself of Marianne Williamson’s “Our Deepest Fear” and
I confront the messages.
In my bathroom is a picture I received from a friend as a birthday gift. It includes the words: “Make each
day a masterpiece.” As the creator of my life, it is what I continually strive to do.

Lisa

ART JOURNEYING FOR THE SOUL
by Andrea Lines-Botell
Art is all around us. It is in the air that
we breathe and the fabric of our
beings. The light and the dark of our
soul create its own rich tapestry of our
own personal portrait. Healing, in
reality, is acceptance of events that take
place that we cannot accept or resist to
accept. The journey can be allconsuming, tearing and burning at our
minds and bodies. In acceptance, our
inner art becomes changed with more
depth and detail. Mind meeting soul
and merging into our now and
becoming our universal journey in this
lifetime.
My path into art as a healing modality
didn’t occur until around 15 years ago.
Facing my own traumas I had searched
for alternative healing outlets building
strength and seeking my own
acceptance. It had also become
apparent that anxiety was growing
within the population and I was seeing
this in my children and the youth in the
area. I had a background in
mindfulness and behavioural training
and knowledge of many support
processes and yet I knew there was
more I hadn’t discovered. I began
searching for other alternatives in order
to be the best support to my family,
myself and others. During this search
I went to art, and this became a
massive and life-changing outlet for
me. I visited a friend of mine who is an
amazing artist and lived in my area at
the time. Once a week I went to her
studio where she showed me that not
conforming was ok. To be led by my
heart and express without fear of
judgment was so freeing.
Colours and shapes became a refuge
for me and answers to questions I had
been searching for came freely. I had
always considered myself not to be the
artist of the family; therefore, I had a
lot of barriers to break through.
Quickly I learned to just be myself, and
the outcome didn’t matter.

My passion became abstract art;
flowing, moving and spontaneous.
Being present and for that moment in
time, being mindless. Mindlessness led
to more mindfulness. Each week I
became a more present parent, which
led to being a more effective support
for myself and my family.

get to where my imagination wanted to
take me, I was greeted with huge
satisfaction.
Stone carving has also taught me how
being attached to an outcome is setting
myself up for disappointment. I would
reach a point of complete perfection in
the carving and then a fault would
appear in the stone. With a tap a chunk
would come away completely altering
the shape and outcome.
It occurred to me with each step the
similarities in creating art and life
itself. Allowing freedom, no
attachment, needs vs. wants and
mindlessness vs. mindfulness. Art in
healing form is the now. Each slight
movement or touch creates a new
moment and different outcome.

Mixed media art by Andrea Lines-Botell

From this, I went to stone carving. My
new found joy! My first piece was
soapstone, which is so forgiving and
yielding to the slightest motion. I
became almost trance like while
watching the stone transform under the
movement of sandpaper and file.

Stone carving by Andrea Lines-Botell

I moved onto Mexican rose alabaster,
which unlike soapstone is hard, tough,
and unforgiving. This proved releasing
and relaxing in other ways. The focus
it required to create shapes allowed for
no other thoughts or feelings. I
embraced using power tools to gain the
shapes that I wanted and this was such
a pleasure. When I finally managed to
1

Recently I have altered my path to
provide supportive service to others
through coaching, energy work, and art
form. I have created two forms of art
support based on a collaboration of
past experiences.
The first is an outlet taking the written
word and transforming it into an art
piece. This has proved to be highly
effective when in an anxious state or in
high emotion. Anger-based words
become beautiful art and the words
become lost in the beauty. With this the
focus is being present and not the just
the emotion. As the colour and shapes
grow, the emotion becomes less
powerful. With each turn of the pen the
breathing and mind slows.
With clients that find it hard to focus
during sessions it has proven to be an
excellent resource and allows for
conversation to flow as they lose
themselves to the movement of the
pen. I also have clay and dough on
hand for the times that sheer texture
and movement is a more productive
outlet. Molding, pounding and
stretching clay has tremendous
outcome when in a heightened emotion
state. Vigour and tension can be

released into this very pliable form.
Transformation and metamorphosis
occurs as emotion passes; not sticking
or staying, just being.

form of expression offers the
opportunity to grow and find inner
peace. We all have an inner artist
taking the first step is all it takes.

The second is an energy-based oil
painting outlet in which, as a group or
individuals, the sessions start with
breathing exercises and then free form
paint using hands. Not thinking, just
feeling. The texture of the paint and
expression by movement allows
release through the body. Becoming in
the now with the colours and texture
helps to stop the mind from spiraling
and focusing on the stressors in your
life. I find that people are naturally
drawn to the colours that are healing
for them in that moment. Some
creating vibrant magenta forms while
others losing themselves in soft shades
of blue, others smash forward with
deep reds. For this time you are at one
with creation. Creation that isn’t
perfect as we as humans are not
perfect. For this time, you are not
judged, you just are. You are here and
now.

Become the master of your own
portrait taking gentle creative charge
over the details of your shadow and
light. Infuse your personal creation
with love and the true texture of your
being and allow your warmth to spread
to others. After all, we are all part of
one infinite masterpiece.

Healing through art can allow respite
from the pain. I have a courageous
friend who uses art to reach out and
connect with his wife in his journey of
loss and grief. His art is a way of
connecting with her energy and for a
moment feeling the outline of her face
and the warmth of her being. As the
movement of the pen creates the
images it is a moment of touch that is
timeless, together again in a form of
physicality. The energy of loss and
love becomes a place to land and
creates an image of lasting connection.
Art allows you to draw from pain, joy,
love, laughter and loss and turn it into
a manifestation of your soul. Mistakes
and nonconformity can be freeing for
those who need control. Release and
expression can happen for people who
are stuck and cannot express. In
heightened states, a moment of healthy
mindlessness can bring peace. Clay,
tiles, paint, pens, dance, music or any

at the Happy Hours Nursing Home.
You’re perfect for the job. You love to
read and you have a great speaking
voice.” She paused to catch her breath.
“I gave them your name. They’ll be in
touch.”
That is how I found myself at an
introductory meeting, shaking hands
with Janet Golding, the volunteer
coordinator at the nursing home.
“We’re happy to have you on board,”
she said cheerfully. “I think you would
be a good fit for Mrs. Takahashi. She’s
bedridden, nonverbal and has no
visitors.”
“Bedridden? Nonverbal?” I stared at
Janet. “If this lady is confined to bed
and doesn’t speak, what am I going to
do with her?”

Pencil drawing graciously shared by
Randy Stiles

***

CRANES
by Marilyn Helmer
“You’re spending too much time
alone,” my sister Judy told me. “You
need to get out and about more. Get
involved. Do something worthwhile.”
“I am doing something worthwhile,” I
told her. “I’m enjoying my single life,
reading, gardening…”
Judy shook her head. “Too much alone
time.” Then came the words I feared.
“I have just the thing for you.” Judy
has been my rock since my husband
and I separated. But she’s always been
a take-charge kind of person and I
knew that she was about to take charge
of me.
“Volunteering,” Judy hurried on.
“They’re looking for volunteer visitors
2

“Read to her.” Janet smiled. “She
seems to respond to the sound of a
human voice. Come and meet her.” I
followed Janet down the hall, silently
asking myself what I had gotten into.
The first thing that struck me as we
came into Mrs. Takahashi’s room was
the starkness of it. Everything from the
walls, to the bed linens, even the
overbed table was white. As a lover of
colour, white is low on my list of
favourites.
“I think Mrs. Takahashi’s asleep now,”
Janet said. I turned to the bed where a
tiny woman lay propped up on pillows,
eyes closed. Something on white
overbed caught my attention. It was a
piece of blue paper; a shade of blue
that made me think of the early spring
Forget-Me-Nots blooming in my
garden. Janet noticed it too. “It’s the
daily activity list,” she said. “Mrs.
Takahashi has no use for it but it’s
automatically delivered to all our
patients. Come and I’ll show you our
library. It’s small, not much of a
selection, but feel free to bring in a
book yourself. Something, anything,
you enjoy reading.”

The library’s selection was indeed
meager. But Janet’s suggestion of
bringing something I enjoy reading
stayed with me. When I came back the
following week, I brought my
favourite book of poetry.

came into the room. Once again, the
only bright spot was the activities
sheet, this time a soft shade of pink.
The colour made me think of my
favourite rose, the one that is called
“Awakening.”

Mrs. Takahashi’s eyes were again
closed when I came into her room. The
daily activities sheet lay on the table,
this time shining like a summer sun. I
turned my attention to the poetry book.
There was a chair, yes, white, waiting
for me near the bed. I pulled it closer,
opened my book and began to read.

Shortly after I began to read, Mrs.
Takahashi opened her eyes. Moments
later a smile appeared on her face.
Janet saw it when she came into the
room. “You’re doing a wonderful job,”
she said. “I don’t think I’ve ever seen
Mrs. Takahashi smile before.” A smile
spread across my face too. In that
moment, I blessed my take-charge
sister Judy.

In no time, I was lost in the rhythm and
beauty of the words. Fifteen, maybe
twenty minutes passed when a
movement on the bed caught my eye.
I glanced over. Mrs. Takahashi’s eyes
were open. “Mrs. Takahashi…?” I
said. Although she didn’t look at me, I
was sure that I saw her lips curve
slightly upward. When I reported this
to Janet, she looked doubtful but I was
quite certain of what I had seen.
The week after that, I brought along a
book of short stories. Once again Mrs.
Takahashi’s eyes were closed when I

Just before my next visit, I spent a
happy, if rather exhausting day with
my six-year-old grandson, Charlie.
Swimming, hiking and kicking the
soccer ball around – we did it all. By
mid-afternoon I was pleasantly tired.
“How about we cuddle up and read?”
I suggested.
“’kay,” Charlie cheered. “Let’s read the
Crane story.”
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“Go get it,” I told him and Charlie
raced off to the den. The well-worn
picture book, The Legend of the
Thousand Cranes, was a favourite of
mine and of my daughter’s when she
was a child. To my delight, it was a
favourite of Charlie’s too.
Charlie came back with the book and
threw himself into the big, old cozy
chair beside me. “I love it when you
read to me, Grandma,” he said. So,
together, we read once again the
beautiful Japanese legend that
promises that anyone who can fold a
thousand paper cranes will be granted
a wish.
I was in a rush the next morning as I
got ready for my visit to Mrs.
Takahashi. I already had the book of
short stories in my bag but as I passed
the den, I saw the The Legend of the
Thousand Cranes lying on the table. It
seemed silly to read a child’s
storybook to a woman who never
spoke or communicated. But I put it
into the bag anyway. Mrs. Takahashi
might not be able to understand the
story, but she seemed to respond to the
sound of my voice.

When I arrived at the nursing home, I
found her the same, propped up on the
pillows, eyes closed. This time the
activities paper was a lovely shade of
apple-green.
As I began to read, Mrs. Takahashi’s
eyes opened. I was used to that by now
so didn’t think much of it. But midway through The Legend of the
Thousand Cranes, a movement from
the bed caught my eye. I looked over.
Mrs. Takahashi’s arm was resting on
the table. As I watched in astonishment, she picked up the sheet of
apple-green paper. Slowly, carefully,
she folded it once, then again. What
was she doing? She turned to me, lips
curved in that faint smile. She nodded
at the book. In my surprise, I realized
that I had stopped reading.
I went back reading, watching out of
the corner of my eye as Mrs. Takahashi
continued folding the paper. As I
finished the story, she held out her
hand. In it was a perfect origami crane.
When I told the staff, one by one, they
came to ooh and ahh at the tiny work
of art Mrs. Takahashi had created.
From then on, I looked forward to my
weekly visits with Mrs. Takahashi.
There was always a piece of coloured
paper waiting when I arrived. Although
I read other stories to her, each time I
finished with The Legend of the
Thousand Cranes while she folded the
paper. By the end of the visit, there
would be another beautiful origami
crane.
Mrs. Takahashi only made her cranes
while I was there and she never spoke.
Two months later, she passed away
peacefully in her sleep. The only
people at her funeral were myself and
a few of the nurses. When we came
back to the nursing home afterward, I
asked if I could have the origami
cranes.
Today they sit a place of honour on a
small mahogany table in my living

room beside The Legend of the
Thousand Cranes. Each crane,
carefully, intricately folded, is a work
of art created by a woman I scarcely
knew. Miraculously, the upraised,
spread wings of the cranes inspired me
to spread my wings too. I took up
watercolour painting, something I had
always wanted to do. To my surprise,
I’m quite good at it, good enough that
I now get out and about, taking part in
art shows and teaching the odd
workshop.
I think of Mrs. Takahashi often.
Although she didn’t live to fold one
thousand paper cranes, those she did
fold are beyond value to me. Seeing a
thing of beauty created from a piece of
throw-away of paper changed my life
for the better. Will the paintings I now
create one day inspire someone else to
spread their wings too? Oh, I do hope
so!
***

My
Adventure
Called
Life

the things that I do for others than I do
in a payday sometimes it will cause me
to lose the value of myself.
But recently I thought about my
creative life as my art. What I do, what
I produce and what I say are all forms
of the creativity that generates my art.
I am who I am because of the things
that I have done, the people I have met
and the lessons I have learned.
What I sell (product or time) is not the
determination of my worth but only an
expression of my art. Who I am is
where the worth is and this person that
I am has tremendous value, not only to
the people around me but also to
myself.
I am unique and colourful, not unlike
the paintings that hang in galleries.
And so, the masterpiece that is me
deserves a place of honour, a spotlight
to expose the beauty and a value that is
priceless. I am the best that I can be
which not only makes me enough, it
makes me a masterpiece of great
worth.

LIFE IS THE ART AND
YOU ARE THE MASTERPIECE
For many years I have struggled with
the idea of my worth. I am a creative
and much of what I produce I have to
price myself. I am also a giver and will
often give my time free of charge.
As much as I enjoy helping others, and
creating my work, I sometimes find
that I don’t feel like I have much
worth. I work a lot and have many
projects on the go but it isn’t often that
a payday comes with these projects.
Now even though I put more value into
4

***

Dear Angels ...
________________
JILL MICHELLE

Dear Angels,
I have been divorced for over 10 years
and still am angry with my ex-wife. I
have tried to forgive her, but I can’t do
it. I don’t want to hate her any more. I
have tried to have other relationships
with women but they are not working
out. I am stuck.
Abe P., Calgary, AB
Dear Abe,
“Forgiveness is Divine, and when you
forgive you get to move forward on
your Divine path.” Angels during a
reading, Jan. /18
Being stuck is an indication that we
have spiritual work to do. Whenever
someone is stuck, the angels, when
asked, will assess their person’s
personality and habits and help them to
work through aspects such as
unforgiveness, judgement, and other
negative traits. When you understand
how important it is to forgive your ex;
that you can’t move forward into a
good relationship until you have
forgiven, then the motivation becomes
stronger.
Unforgiveness only hurts you. Your ex
can be oblivious to your thoughts, and
feelings of anger or frustration that you
have towards her. These are your
negative energies and they affect your
body, mind, soul and spirit. They can
leave long-lasting negative physical
effects and even illness.

something negative within yourself
that needs to be released. Relationships
are created to trigger each person’s
negative traits so that they are obvious.
Once they are recognized they can be
dealt with and released, creating a
more kind, loving and joyful life.
So many people believe that in order
to end a relationship they need to hate
the other person. Unfortunately this is
such a common concept in our society
today. Often my clients say: “I am so
finished with this relationship and I
want out, but I don’t hate him. Do I
have to wait till I hate him before I
leave?” Truly, it is desirable to leave a
relationship in a state of love; it is so
much more highly vibrational. We are
to do everything in a state of love.
When you leave a relationship in a
state of hate, it takes many years to
heal the wounds and scars. If you leave
in a state of love, you heal quickly and
before long, you are ready for your
next relationship. Remember, you
attract what you project, so you want
to become the best you can be so you
can attract the best relationship.
Love and forgiveness go hand in hand.
You can’t have one without the other.
This is the main reason why you
cannot find love with anyone else; you
need to forgive first, then love will
follow. You can have surface
relationships, but to find deep,
everlasting, meaningful relationships,
you really need to forgive fully.
Willingness to forgive is the key to
success. Once you are willing, ask
your angels for help and they will
guide you. There is a cd with
forgiveness exercises on my website
that will get you moving in the right
direction.
Sending you love, peace, joy and hope,
Your angels,
with Jill Michelle

Dear Angels,
My son has fallen away from the
church and I want him to come back.
What can I do? He used to like church
and feel good there. Now he is
unhappy, depressed and I think he is a
lost soul.
Blessing the angels,
Verna D., Leamington, Ont.
Dear Verna,
I sense that your son is going through
a difficult time now and will be for
another year or so. Then I see the tides
changing and his ship will come back
to shore. I feel that he is taking a hiatus
that is necessary because when he does
return to his spiritual journey, he will
return with conviction that he lacked
before. Often we fall off of our light
path, learn what we don’t want, then
return to the light path with new
authority and strength and knowing
what we do want. Once we know what
we want, then we can focus our
energies on the right things that will
lead to our new goal. Until that point,
life is confusing, frustrating, and often
meaningless. I feel that your son will
hunger for God again and all will be
well. I see that he does have a strong
purpose with God and that he will
fulfill it willingly and joyfully.
Be patient my dear one, everything
will work according to God’s Divine
plan and timing. Remember He can see
the whole picture, whereas we can only
see a very minute part of it.
Praying for the return to your son’s
spiritual path would be very helpful.
Remember to pray for the “best
possible outcome for all”, and not to
pray for your desires for him, as they
may be different from what God’s plan
for him is.
Sending you love, peace, joy and hope,
Your angels,
with Jill Michelle

When you react to something that
someone else says or does, there is
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need to focus so recognition for the
diversity of styles she had
experimented with was welcome.
The young woman continued. “Would
you consider volunteering to run an art
class for them? We try to provide
different kinds of opportunities for the
girls. These ones all like art and might
like to try it.”

WALLFLOWERS
by Bob Smith
Murielle Gonzalez was quite unsettled
by two of the pictures she had brought
home from the Saturday morning art
class she ran. She wasn’t a therapist –
didn’t even really consider herself a
teacher – but a person didn’t need to be
either of those to recognize the
messages in the pictures.
She had been volunteering for three
months, ever since the once-a-year Art
Show organized by the Guild of
Artists, a community organization for
amateurs like her. She had been
standing in her booth, thinking about
the variety of styles she had tried over
the past year, when the group of five
girls with two young women in their
twenties had stopped. The girls each
had looked at various pieces while the
two women chatted and watched them,
clearly not interested in the art but
caretakers of some kind. After they
moved on, one of the women remained
behind.
She explained, “We’re from Promise
House, a group home for emotionallydisturbed adolescent girls and these
five decided they wanted to come to
this show. They each like different
kinds of art so that’s why they lingered
here. Most of the booths only interest
one of them but you do a variety of
things so there’s something to appeal
to each of them.”
Murielle had been thinking about the

When Murielle expressed reservations
because she wasn’t a professional
painter or teacher, the woman
responded, “That’s okay. Someone
who was really good probably couldn’t
relate to these kids anyway.”
Murielle ignored the insult. Online, she
found numerous ideas, most for
classrooms but she could adapt them
for the environment she would find
herself in, a dining room with a huge
table. One site mentioned art from
disturbed kids, some who used only a
black crayon, others who produced
violent or bloody pictures. Murielle’s
fear that that could be the case with
these girls proved to be unfounded.
This morning, she had decided to
introduce the concept of painting trees,
something which could appeal to
everyone from Marcia, who painted
very realistically, to Daphne, who was
enthusiastic but not very talented, to
Alia who was quite abstract in her
approach. The internet suggested she
introduce the topic by having
participants produce pictures of what
they thought they might look like if
they were trees.
Murielle hadn’t expected to be
troubled by the results.
Daphne’s attempt was clearly
symbolic, though not disturbing. As
Murielle looked at the flamboyant tree,
full of apples and with a bluebird
perched on a nest singing energetically
to the world, she pictured Daphne with
her lime green hair, numerous face
piercings, and tattooed arms.
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It was the pictures of Karen and Beth
that were disconcerting. Those girls
were rather withdrawn, rarely spoke
and never participated in the chitchat
of the other three. Even when the
banter became personal, they didn’t
react. Murielle always stopped
insulting comments but usually they
had been preceded by an escalation as
acceptable teasing degenerated into
outright slurs.
Four of the pictures had a line across
the page somewhere near the bottom.
That was the ground. Trees spouted
from that, various styles and
interpretations. However, Karen had
handed in a page with the line for the
ground halfway up the page. The tree
was rudimentary, something a child in
kindergarten could have drawn.
However, there was a very extensive
and complex root system below the
surface.
Is this true? Murielle wondered. Does
she see herself as far more complex
than what she shows, with a hidden
rootedness that no one else
recognizes?
Beth’s picture was quite troubling. It
did not have a tree, just a stump with a
flat top. Obviously, someone had cut
the tree down, then hauled it away.
Can I do anything about this? Murielle
wondered.
The following Saturday, after several
phone calls during the week, she
announced to the girls, “I have an
exciting project for all of us.” As usual,
Daphne, Marcia, and Alia looked
interested while Beth and Karen
looked at the table, the wall, the floor anywhere but someone’s eyes. “You
know the garden shed behind the
house?” Murielle continued. “I asked
if we could paint a picture on the side
to give some colour year-round to the
yard. I called someone I know who
does things like that and she told me
what kind of paint we need.” Murielle

finished, “Mrs. Wilson, the director
here, said it has to be something nice,
not graffiti or anything.”

Years later I read the book Seeing
Voices by Oliver Sacks, who describes
the language of the deaf. True sign
language is very beautiful to watch, but
it cannot be strictly translated into any
spoken language. It is a lovely,
dancelike,
sometimes
funny,
sometimes
profound
way
of
communication.

Murielle waited for reaction but no one
spoke. But no one rolled her eyes or
made a scornful face either so she
continued. “I thought maybe flowers.
That would be colourful, look nice,
and fit the yard. I know you have
different styles so you each could do
one that is unique. We would just have
to plan it so that the ones beside each
other didn’t clash. What do you
think?”
She was hopeful that such a group
project would draw Beth and Karen in.
People might realize there was more to
Karen than met the eye, would begin
to appreciate whatever lay below the
surface. Murielle also hoped including
Beth would begin some kind of healing
process. Whatever had led to her
feeling destroyed needed to be
overcome. Murielle knew there were
some kinds of trees which would
generate new sprouts from the stump
after they were cut. She hoped Beth
was one of those.
“Let’s start planning,” she said,
unrolling a large sheet of paper on the
table. She was pleased to see everyone,
Karen and Beth included, pull their
chairs in tighter.
Bob posts other stories, none longer
than 1000 words, weekly at
http://slicesoflifestories.com/

After almost five years, and 68
stories, Bob Smith has announced
that this will be his final submission
to One Thousand Trees.
Bob ... you will be missed!

ART THERAPY FOR CHILDREN
by Christine Nightingale
Art has many manifestations, of
course, including music, drama,
literature, poetry, and visual art.
I have often seen how children express
and respond to art in its many forms,
and how healing it can be for them.
My friend’s little niece was born with
many health challenges, and endured
several surgeries. Yet when she was
sung to, or family members played
singing games with her, the baby’s
whole body responded. As she lay on
the bed, her face lit up and she
spontaneously expressed a physical
response to the music. Her doctors
called her “the dancing baby.”
As a teacher, I understood that a child
with challenges may self-medicate
through some form of art. Once I was
told that the fourth grade student who
was coming to my class was not very
bright. She had not yet learned to read.
That did not feel right to me. I
observed that the little girl drew
beautiful pictures, especially of people,
with realistic depictions of their
features and expressions. I sent her for
hearing testing, and in fact she was
almost totally deaf. The child had
taught herself to lip-read! Her art had
been the means she invented to cope
with her need to communicate.
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Oliver Sacks discovered that even for
the century when sign language was
suppressed, as soon as you put two
deaf children
together they
surreptitiously and spontaneously
developed a sign language of their
own. This was of course very healing.
Sacks mentions that the deaf
community do not see themselves as
disabled; rather they have an
alternative way of communication
which is vibrant, emotional, and
deeply satisfying.
I had a child in my Special Needs class
who was 5 years old, and severely
injured at birth, so that she could not
use her vocal cords or move her arms
and legs with volition. It was assumed
that her intellectual capacities were
limited.
Two or three other adults worked with
me in my classroom. The children had
been tested at functioning at baby to
kindergarten level. Yet I noticed that
this little girl responded to adult jokes.
Calling humour an art form might
seem like a stretch, but I believed that
“Jenny’s” capacity to understand jokes
was a sign of intelligence. I got hold of
a couple of Big Macs, simple round
tape recorders for challenged children,
which were attached to her wheelchair
headrest on either side. They could be
programmed with simple messages
which my student could activate by
hitting them with her head. Blue tape
recorder on one side for “yes”, red Big
Mac on other side to say “no”.
Now it was possible to see that
“Jenny” understood how to answer

questions after she had a lesson on, say,
colours.
The next step was to program a
sequential knock-knock joke into the
tape recorder. The child would start the
sequence when a new adult walked
into the room. By the time the
sequence ended, Jenny was erupting in
peals of laughter. For this little girl,
communication by tape recorder was
her release from the prison of noncommunication.
Before I taught the Special Needs kids
I had a Grade Four classroom. As part
of the literature unit I had the kids
divide into groups, choose a fairy tale
(3 Pigs, 3 Bears, Little Red Riding
Hood, 3 Billy Goats Gruff). They had
to learn it , then perform it for their
own class, the other grade 4 class, and
the Special Needs class. This involved,
of course, reading, learning lines,

making costumes and props, choosing
parts, and learning to get along in a
group.

of the classroom for 5 or 10 minutes,
and I brainstormed with his classmates
every morning.

Not incidentally, it was a good
experience for both the performers and
the other classes who participated. For
the Special Needs kids who had a
chance for a fun visit from one of the
regular classes (every Friday for a
month) it was particularly therapeutic,
as they were able to enjoy the
experience in their own way.

“What can we do to help Michael?”

Another one of my new Grade 4
students was described to me as badly
behaved and lazy. However I soon
discovered that he had a great sense of
humour (a sign of intelligence),
although he could not spell or write
legibly (signs of a learning disability.)
So I assigned him to be the classroom
attendance monitor, which got him out

The kids and I agreed that we would let
him have the exclusive use of one of
the two computers in the room, which
would take care of the handwriting and
spelling issues.
“And when he acts out and is
annoying, class?
“Oh Miss, we can totally ignore him.”
“You can do that?”
“Oh yes, Miss, watch us!”
Michael’s behaviour improved, and he
soon showed that he had a knack for
creative writing.

What’s Happening at The Purple Door?
March 3: Kick Your Cravings for Good
March 4: Ohana Generational Healing Certification
March 7: Dream 101
March 10: Step Into Spring Open House
March 14: Purple Door Writers Circle
March 17: Healing Past Lives
March 18: Spring Celebration Tea Party
March 19: Local Author Night with Mel Stewart
March 20: Medium Readings with Janice Moffat
March 22: Healing with Crystals

For information visit www.onepurpledoor.com
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I asked one of the local newspapers
whether they would be willing to do a
feature on my class. I would ask each
kid to take their favourite piece of
writing out of their own writing folder,
and the staff of the Toronto Sun would
publish their favourites.

opinion. As I grew older and read older
books, I was disappointed to see less
and less pictures and more words. It
would take me forever to read an older
book, because I would drift off trying
to imagine what that scene would look
like.

Michael was chosen, with his poem
about what it feels like to have a
learning disability.

Years later in high school, the art
teacher noticed my passion and
decided to recommend me for a special
program allowing a very select few
high school students attend University
classes in art. I was so excited – what
a privilege! A new extracurricular Arts
program also started at the same time.
I submitted my work and upon
acceptance, started attending advanced
art classes at night.

The adults in a child’s life can do much
to help the children they care about
with Art Therapy. And the mothers I
now work with, who ask how best to
connect with their Spirit Baby? I
always tell them, “Sing to your unborn
child. It does not matter what song, just
as long as it expresses the feelings in
your heart.”
***

WHY I LOVE TO ILLUSTRATE
CHILDREN’S BOOKS
by Shannon Tracey-Boggess
Well, it all started when I was wee one.
I could not walk yet, but my mom
recalls me crawling to a steamed up
window in the kitchen and drawing
happy faces while she cooked. Every
bit of scrap paper, matchbook, etc., I
would doodle away the tiniest
drawings.
Everything was animated in my world.
I saw faces on rocks, fire hydrants, and
trees. I would always greet them with
a ‘Hello, Mr. Rock’ or ‘Hello, Mr.
Tree’. At home, I would draw their
faces as I saw them. Soon, I was in
school and drawing or reading books
whenever I had the chance. My 1st
grade teacher called home one day to
talk about a drawing I did in class. She
informed, my mom that I had drawn
the front of my house in such detail,
she couldn’t believe it. Right down to
the license plate numbers on our
family van parked in the driveway. All
of my textbooks had doodles courtesy
of me…it was an enhancement in my

Since then, I have always doodled,
made my own characters, or drew my
own interpretations of stories.
Exploring different mediums was
always fun. Painting, sculpting,
printmaking, sidewalk chalk art, even
tattooing are all great forms of art.
A few years ago, my sister-in-law said
she wrote a children’s book about her
chocolate lab. Knowing that I love
doing art, she asked if I would
illustrate it for her. Of course‼ That is
when I fell in love with illustrating
children’s books. A few years later, I
wrote my own preteen suspense novel
with animations of the main characters
peppered throughout story.
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Approximately 4 months ago, Lisa and
I connected. We instantly bonded. The
more we talked, the more we realized
that our lives were parallel. She
published beautiful children’s books
through Saplings, and I love drawing
illustrations for children’s books! She
immediately informed me that she
currently had an author looking for an
illustrator for his book that very
moment! I said yes without hesitation
and submitted a sample illustration to
Lisa within a few days. To my surprise,
the author loved my submission and
decided to work with me on his book.
The synchronicity of the entire process
happened all within 2 weeks.
I can now call myself a Children’s
Book Illustrator! I always dreamed that
this would be my purpose in life but
self-doubt got in the way. Am I starting
too late? Will I be successful enough
to support my family? Am I talented
enough? …the list goes on.
The Universe always knew my life
calling, I just had to have it smack me
right in the face before I believed it. It
is a thrill and a privilege to have the
opportunity to retell someone else’s
story in pictures. Being able to do my
art, my passion, fills my soul. Life is
good.
***

An Evening of Sharing: Equine Therapy
From left to right, our awesome speakers ...
Mena Canonico, Anne Porteous, Ann Caine

Two of our Saplings authors visited local public schools!
Left: Margaret-Ann Brix, author of Grampa’s Butterfly
Right: Sandra Wilson, author of Kindness Kangaroo
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CREATIVITY AND CONNECTION
by Kayleigh Radatus

own lives, and robbing the world of all
we have to offer.

I used to believe I was not creative. At
the time, I thought creative people
were the sort who could paint or draw
well. I thought creative people were
the ones who could come up with new
designs or new songs; that creativity
was locked to an arts based skill alone.
I know many people who still believe
this, and as a result, believe they are
not creative.

Creativity is how we connect ourselves
with the world we live in. It's how we
connect with others, how we connect
to ourselves, and how we make a mark
in the world. Creativity is how we put
something of who we are, a piece of
our light, our energy, into all we do.
The sad part is, creativity withers when
it is ignored, buried, and unused.

In recent years, I've learned that
creativity is so much more. Creativity
shows itself throughout our daily lives.
We are being creative when we figure
out what we are going to make for
dinner. We are being creative when we
make our weekend plans. Creativity is
there, whether we are an artist
beginning a new painting, or a home
owner choosing the paint colours for
our walls.
Creativity is there when you plan your
child's birthday party; whether you
design and create every aspect,
including the cake, or you go out and
buy all you need.
Human beings are creative by nature,
but we have been conditioned by
society to believe only the innovative
or artistic are creative. We're all
suffering for it. This belief that
creativity does not belong to every one
of us is stifling the entire planet;
stopping us from engaging fully in our

Our ancestors knew the value of
creativity, without even talking about
it, because they lived it, every day.
When they prepared a meal, repaired a
fence, planted a field, made a dress, or
a toy or a tool – they did so with
creativity. And in doing so, put part of
themselves into the creation; and that
creation was then shared with those
around them. We've forgotten all of
this. In the forgetting, we've lost so
much of our own connection with
creativity. Many of us have simply
switched off, and are going through
life on auto-pilot. Life has become as
automatic as the machines that make
much of our food, clothing, cars and
household items.
This is why colouring books for
grownups became so popular. This is
why. more and more, painting events,
knitting groups and planner parties are
popping up. It's why sites like pinterest
have taken off, reaching every
generation.
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We are finally tuning in to the
understanding of what we've been
missing. The arts are key because they
open the door to all of this creativity.
They engage the mind on a completely
different level than the typical routine
of getting things done. It's through
music and artistic expression that we
learn how to look at the routine from a
new angle and make existence into a
life.
If your life has become too automatic,
too routine, and too uninteresting, it's
pretty simple to fix. The easiest way to
bring more creativity and connection
into your life is to become a willing
participant in your life. Do more of
what makes you happy. We're not
talking about massive changes all at
once here. Small change makes a
difference. Start listening to music you
love while you make dinner. Take five
minutes and dance around with your
partner and kids. If you're eating a
packaged meal, connect by adding a
few of our own herbs and spices. Mow
the lawn in patterns. Take a walk, and
go somewhere new, noticing how
much is there that you've never seen
before. As you walk, tell yourself a
story about what you notice.
Remember too, you don't have to
design and create every last thing the
way our ancestors did to engage your
creativity. It takes surprisingly little
time to work on a craft, cut a piece of
toast into a house shape to go with
your child's (or your own) bowl of

soup, or have a dance with a favourite
song. All of this creates connection.
Connection inspires, motivates, and
creates happiness and joy. You'll be
amazed at how much better you'll feel,
all from a little creativity and
connection.

one-of-a-kind clothing, and handmade
images of all kinds. It was, as they say,
a feast for the eyes, and a painting stole
my heart.

Now on my laptop I constantly saw
“Hill House”; at work, at home, it
travelled with me everywhere.
Something about it made me smile.
The colours were unquestionably
happy. The scene vibrated intensely,
like stained glass backlit by a sunny
day.

***

BRING JOY INTO YOUR LIFE
WITH ART
by Marion Reidel
It’s been a tough year. Who am I
kidding, it’s been a tough decade. I’ve
been caregiver for my widowed
mother, while working full time,
launching adult children, nurturing my
marital partnership and dealing with
my own health challenges. Sound
familiar?
In July, the moment I returned home
from my second full knee replacement,
my mother had to be admitted to
hospital… again. She was there for 12
days and I had to fight to get her out.
What began as a colon blockage ended
up with her needing incontinence care
and being confined to a wheelchair.
She was not allowed to return to her
retirement apartment, I had one day to
find an assisted living facility. She got
fabulous care from them for three
months, then kidney failure resulted in
another hospital stay, which lead to
five days in palliative care and a
peaceful passing in September.

enviable. I sighed, grabbed the image
from their website and made it my
computer’s background. That would
have to do.

As I strolled past, keeping watch for
the perfect pair of earrings (because
one can ever own too many earrings) I
was captivated by “Hill House”, by
Peter Karas. It is 30” tall and 60” wide
and it grabbed me with shades of
cerulean blue, purples and vibrant
yellow-greens that glowed in the
sunshine. The only problem… it was
expensive, not a spontaneous purchase.
I chatted to the artist, asked to take this
photo, and reluctantly walked on.
The painting haunted me. Really, I
couldn’t get it out of my mind. I had
the artist’s business card, so I looked
him up on my computer. Peter Karas
and his wife, Corinne Garlick, call
themselves “The Dick and Jane Art
Co.” How cute is that? Their painting
styles are each unique, but they
collaborate and are making a living
with their creativity. It was admirable,

I’m not trying to brush off the
experience of losing my second parent,
it’s just that I want to tell who how art
brought joy back into my life. It was
hard supporting my mother, she was
unhappy, demanding and found it
difficult to express gratitude. I craved
joy.
That summer, one of the things I did to
stay sane was wander through the Art
on the Street event in downtown
Guelph. It’s an annual exhibition. A
village of tents hold pottery, jewelry,
14

There was something pleasing about
the wonkiness of the shapes. Tiny
homes slightly askew, leaning
playfully and precariously on the
hilltop. The clouds floated across a sky
that was friskily spattered with
turquoise and violet. Everything about
it was delightfully unexpected. It was
bouncy, and it made me smile, which
is something I needed that summer.
I had no way of knowing that summer
would be the last days of my mother’s
existence. Day-by-day I helped with a
stream of indignities related to her
personal care and the ability to make
her own choices. Routines were
stressful, not joyful. I forgot about the
painting, changed my computer
background and got on with the
endless decisions required to ensure
my mother’s comfort and safety.
During those final weeks my mother
became fixated on her legacy. The

details of her Will were reviewed,
personal items, such as jewelry, were
sent off to loved ones. I didn’t
understand at the time, but she must
have known that she needed to tie up
loose ends. When she was released
from the hospital in September, she
asked me to “take her somewhere to
die.” She spent the last five days of her
life in a palliative care ward, where she
received wonderful service. She was
able to say final farewells to my two
brothers, then drifted peacefully into
sleep. I sat with her as she took her last
breath. Of course I did, I’m the only
daughter.

Once the details of my mother’s
departure had been dealt with, I found
myself in need of restoration. I
remembered the painting and
contacted Peter Karas. It had been
three months since the street festival,
but “Hill House” was still looking for
a home. I believe it was meant to be
mine. I drove to Peter’s home, in

London, and met his wonderful family.
The painting barely fit in my little car,
but I got it home. It’s perfect. It brings
me joy every time I look at it. Art is
medicine for the soul. Bring art into
your life and see what I mean.

Free Workshop:
"Emotional Resilience: Thriving with Change"
Saturday, March 25, 2:30pm
Co-facilitated by Lisa Woolgar and Kevin Sutton
as part of the Guelph Resilience Festival
For more info, email
lisa@lisawoolgar.ca or guelphresiliencefestival.ca
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him. He wants to share it with others.
You can tell that his volunteer
involvement is just something that
feels right to him without even
thinking about it.”

VOLUNTEER PROFILE
by Kristen Feduck
Family Volunteering
Kevin Sharpen and his son Noah are
dedicated volunteers at Pinehurst Lake
Park. It’s a home-away-from-home for
their family. Every summer for over 15
years, their family trailer is parked at
the small spring-fed lake north of
Paris, Ontario for the season.

His involvement started gradually, as
he encouraged Pinehurst staff to set up
geocaches within the park, and he and
his son did the same to make it a great
place for geocaching.
Then, he initiated a new type of
geocache for the park. Instead of using
an app or GPS to find a hidden
container, Kevin enlisted help from
family and friends to hold Cache in
Trash Out (CITO) events at the park
each spring just before it opened. At a
CITO event, garbage is the find instead
of a cache. This type of event is held
by geocachers at many locations each
year so they can improve the
geocaching game board --- which just
happens to be our planet.
“For my son and I, geocaching is our
favourite thing to do. We partnered
with the staff at Pinehurst Lake to do
CITO, a cleanup event for the past
three years,” Sharpen explains.

His grandparents have camped at
Pinehurst every summer. His
memories of the popular park fill his
lifetime.. Kevin has found many ways
to give back and encourage others to
engage in park stewardship. Once
people are interested in volunteering,
they are connected to GRCA Volunteer
Coordinator, who helps to match
interests and talents with volunteer
positions.
“Most people who camp at Pinehurst
come to know the staff. Kevin is no
exception,”
observes
Pinehurst
Superintendent Brad Straus. “But what
sets him apart, is he never takes
Pinehurst for granted. He and his
family have a passion for this place
and really appreciate what it offers.
Kevin is unique because he doesn’t just
think about why the park is special to

During that time cleanup participants,
including campers, the public and
geocachers, have collected so much
trash each year that it is becoming a
little more difficult to find trash. Even
the most concealed garbage is
disappearing from the park.
This year on Sunday, April 29, the
event is expanding to nearby Wrigley
and Bannister Lakes which are also
owned by the GRCA and managed by
the staff at Pinehurst. People who
would like to assist this year can find
details and register online at
www.grandriver.eventbrite.ca.
Kevin and his son have also hosted an
introduction to geocaching activity at
Discovery Day, an annual park event
that welcomed around 2,000 people
each year.
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“Pinehurst Lake and surrounding trails
are for everyone. Our goal is to create
a sense of community among all
visitors and Kevin shares this goal.
Volunteer cleanups can make a big
difference,” explains Straus.
“We know the park well, we’ve made
friends here and we love the area. For
us it’s giving back to the thing we love
most,” Kevin says.
If you are part of a group that would
like to hold a volunteer event at a
GRCA property, learn about our
volunteer program at
www.grandriver.ca/volunteer.
To experience the benefits of
volunteerism, like Kevin, search the
online Volunteer Opportunities
Database at
https://volunteercambridge.cioc.ca/vo
lunteer/ or call the Volunteer Centre
at 519-621-1030, ext. 234.
***

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
IN GUELPH
Board Member
Guelph Community Health Centre
Guelph CHC has a vision to be a
valued leader in a community that
supports those with barriers to health
and wellbeing. We are looking for
individuals who share our vision of a
healthy community and who have the
ability to participate in the strategic
planning and leadership of Guelph
CHC.

National Fly Fishing Championship
Event Volunteers
Big Brothers Big Sisters
of Centre Wellington
This is a large scale event with
numerous volunteer opportunities from
registration, data entry, riverbank
controllers, sector judges and more!

Membership and Marketing
Committee
Guelph Wellington Seniors
Association
Meet monthly on the 2nd Tuesday of
the month; assist and attend 3 new
members receptions and one open
house; assist with the promotion and
marketing for the GWSA.

securing sponsorships. Others focus on
event logistics and find ways to
enhance the event experience.
Planning committee meetings are held
approximately once a month, with
more frequent meetings closer to the
event. Committee members are always
wel-come. It is never too late to join
the Walk Planning Committee.
We are also looking for volunteers who
can help promote and work the day of
the event!
For more information on these and
other opportunities in Guelph, visit
www.pinnetwork.ca.

Canadian Cancer Society
Help recruit and recognize one of the
most important aspects of the Relay for
Life event: survivors!

Nutrition for Learning
Prepare and serve a variety of
nutritious breakfast items at Rockway
Public School and Driftwood Public
School.

Rare Charitable Research Reserve
Join us as an educational assistant at
the March Break ECO Camp! Gain
Experience in environmental education.
For more information on these and
other opportunities in KitchenerWaterloo, visit www.volunteerkw.ca.

One-time Event Assistant
Immigrant Services
Guelph-Wellington

***
Assist staff member with setting up for
our fundraising event, moving
furniture, setting up tables and chairs.
Must be able to lift heavy objects (20
pounds)

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
IN KITCHENER-WATERLOO

BL-INK
by Francine Lee

Parkwood Seniors Community

University of Guelph Campus
Friends Program Assistant

Help seniors with their range of motion
and muscle strength, enhance social
skills and provide fun through
exercise.

You can help a student at your
University with an intellectual
disability have an awesome campus
experience by giving them an hour of
your time once or twice a week by
joining them on FUN activities on
campus!

Big Brothers Big Sisters
of Waterloo Region
Join in-school mentoring and provide
elementary students, who could benefit
from extra support, with a caring adult
mentor.

Brain Tumour Walk Volunteer
Guelph Brain Tumour
Support Group

Volunteer Action Centre

Committee members plan the Brain
Tumour Walk from the kick-off to the
wrap-up. Some committee members
focus on recruiting volunteers and

Support the upcoming EPYC2018:
Building Community events. Work
with teens at events in Kitchener and
Waterloo.
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blue black sky
of liquid ink
fingers dipped
into the well,
direct the night
strains of Bizet
throb in my veins
slip through crevices in my skin
Carmen swirls her red skirts.
In ovation,
the day begins!

(FYI, the bl of bl-ink stands for
blue/black ink used to compose
the music, the words sung in the
opera, and to try to describe the
effect when I write about it.)

ALL RIGHT SO FAR
by Sheila Balls
Do you know the poem about the
optimist who fell ten stories? At each
window bar, the story goes, he called
to his friends who watched from
above, “All right so far!” Sometimes
over the past twenty years I played the
optimist calling up to my husband
Carl. Far more often, he fell as I
watched from above.
I like to describe my earlier books of
personal essays as “light and fluffy”.
Oh there were a few sad moments, and
more than a few nostalgic ones. But
whenever I did readings, it was the
humour audiences looked for.
They wanted to hear about Carl
trapped on the roof in a lightning
storm, calling down the chimney
“Bring Daddy a broom!” They wanted
to visualize the Driveway Ark, and
imagine Carl’s face as he heard news
of his Christmas gift to me, a lamp
with another customer’s frog figurine
attached to it: “I’m afraid there’s been
an accident in the kiln.”
If I was a writer, then Carl was a major
contributor . . . to the stories, and to the
fun in our lives, and to our marriage to
that point. But approaching the turn of
the century, the turn of the millennium,
we became an ordinary couple at a no
longer ordinary time in our life.
Holding strong to a sacred marriage
plagued by one health crisis after
another, with the routine of life mixed
in between, we had to learn who we
were now in those rare moments that
make up the calm before the storm.

“Twin trains,” I told my closest friends,
“I feel like we are hurtling downhill on
twin trains of health and marriage
crisis, but there is no one at the
controls.” Our relationship of almost
thirty years was changing. Carl was
changing, both emotionally and
physically. And life was speeding up
just when it was supposed to slow
down.
The setting for our story is Bass Lake,
a little jewel, green in colour, with only
six properties on our side of the shore.
On top of a cliff, surrounded by forest,
and backed by a meadow where the
neighbours cows (errant cows I must
note!) grazed, we added two rooms to
a small cottage, and looked across the
water at the sunrise, hardly believing
our luck to live in such a place. I could
walk to the highway in ten minutes,
and the drive to work was twenty-five,
not a problem unless there is a major
snowstorm.
Carl was a Bruce Peninsula farm boy,
raised on land that seemed to be more
stones than earth. He started teaching
at the age of eighteen, incredibly
young because he had been enrolled in
grade one at age four. He was bright
and quick thinking, good with his
hands, always looking to make people
laugh.
I had grown up in the north, oldest
child in a railroading family, raised
after age fifteen by my widowed
mother, but supported as well by
loving aunts in the same community.
Books and music were my life (not
much has changed there!) and Carl was
determined to draw me out, to
encourage me to try new things, to help
me gain confidence. Meanwhile, he
created . . . with a spoon, a trowel, a
hammer, a paintbrush.
We did the hard work of raising
children, first a son, Michael, and then
Catherine two years younger. As a
family we tended gardens and took in
cats, hiked to the neighbourhood
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waterfall, fed the ducks at the park, and
cooked together. As the children
became more self sufficient, our
interest turned to music, blacklight
theatre, variety shows. The children
joined in the fun, Michael sometimes
in the sound-booth with Carl, both of
them dressed in black acting out their
father’s ingenious blacklight routines.
We knew life was good. I had the idea
that as long as I never took that for
granted, as long as I was appropriately
grateful, things would stay the same.
From All Right So Far: “But things
never stay the same. Lives can alter in
an instant. With us the changes slipped
up from behind like waves piling the
water higher and higher. Crisis
followed crisis until we grew used to
ambulances hurtling through the forest,
taxis delivering medications, and
nurses bustling in and out of our home.
Hand in hand with the medical
situation, came the fading out of a
previously vibrant marriage, one
partner not even noticing, the other
bewildered at first, then increasingly
anxious to restore the way it used to
be.”
Neither Carl nor I fully understood at
the time, why he had grown
increasingly anxious to be useful, to
find meaning out in the world, but the
changes I saw in him left me feeling
troubled and abandoned. The choice, it
seemed, was to fight or flee. I prepared
to fight for the survival of our
marriage.
It is my hope that All Right So Far will
be classified as an inspirational
memoir. It tells the story of an intense
twelve years, a story I hope might
encourage people with their own
challenging health and marriage
journeys, and one which ultimately can
offer a sense of hope and humour.

Feng Shui
March 17th, 11-2 pm

The ButterflyShift
349 Highbrook Cr, Kitchener
Feng Shui is an ancient Chinese art that teaches us how to balance and improve the overall
energies in our space, resulting in a healthy flow of Chi (energy) in our homes, around us and within.
During this 3 hr workshop, we will learn "The Black Sec" method of Feng Shui, which is very easy
to apply and much simpler then the "Classic" Feng Shui method where compass accuracy is
required. Together we will explore the 9 areas of the Bagua Map and how each of these areas
directly impacts your inner and outer world.
Feng Shui elements and how they play an very important roll in balancing and radiating the
energy in your environment, fostering personal growth and nature.
Creative, productive and destructive cycles of the elements and how to simply, yet powerfully
apply cures to your living spaces.
Clearing and clutter! We will discuss how to clear with passion, clarity and love...
The negative associations we often attach to certain items, and how effective this process is to
restore balance making room for new energy to come into your life!
At the end of this 3 hour class, you will leave with your own detailed work book to help you apply
these techniques within your home or business.
Investment is $40 and will include a workbook, tea/coffee/water and light snacks.
To hold your place, etransfer TerryAnn @ t.connelly@hotmail.com
Limited spaces are available for this event,
and cancellations 24 hrs prior to event will be non-refundable.
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NEXT MONTH ....
IN ONE THOUSAND TREES

Our focus for April is Aboriginal/
Indigenous Issues
“We are all visitors to this time,
this place. We are just passing
through. Our purpose here is to
observe, to learn, to grow, to love
... and then we return home.”
~ Australian Aboriginal Proverb

Do you have an inspiring story you’d
like to share?

If you know of any community wellness
events taking place in April, please
complete and send us the Event Listing
form found on the magazine page of
our website.

Articles are always welcome for any of
our “regular” departments ...

Connections
Creativity and the Arts
Food and Nutrition
Giving Back
Health and Wellbeing
The Library

Deadline for submissions is
March 20.

As always, we look forward to hearing
from you with any feedback or article
ideas!

lisa@onethousandtrees.com

The Grand River flows
300 kilometres through
southwestern Ontario
from the highlands of
Dufferin County to Port
Maitland on Lake Erie.

The Grand River
Conservation Authority
manages water and
other natural resources
on behalf of 39
municipalities and
close to one million
residents.

One Thousand Trees’
target market is defined
by the borders of the
Grand River Watershed.
Department Editors
are responsible for
promoting practitioners,
events and volunteer
opportunities in the
cities of Brantford,
Cambridge, Guelph,
Kitchener, and Waterloo.

Visit the Grand River
Conservation Authority
at www.grandriver.ca.

